
OVERVIEW

Discover the ultimate Southeast Asian adventure with our Bali and Singapore tour. Immerse yourself in Bali's enchanting
beauty, from lush rice terraces to stunning beaches, and delve into its rich cultural traditions. Then, transition to the dynamic
city of Singapore, where futuristic architecture meets historic neighborhoods, offering a sensory journey through modernity
and heritage. This curated tour promises an unforgettable fusion of relaxation, exploration, and immersion into two distinct
yet harmonious destinations

ACCOMMODATION

CITY HOTEL NAME NO. OF NIGHTS

Bali The Anvaya Beach Resort Bali 7 Nights

Singapore Carlton City Hotel 2 Nights

ENCHANTING BALI AND VIBRANT SINGAPOREENCHANTING BALI AND VIBRANT SINGAPORE
Featuring - Bali, SingaporeFeaturing - Bali, Singapore

DURATION GROUP SIZE AIRPORT PRICE STARTING FROM

10 Nights / 11 Days 30 People Los Angeles
Twin Sharing Price - $3,399.00

Single Supplement Price - $699.00



TOUR PRICE INCLUSIONS
International return airfare from Los Angeles
(LAX) 
08 Nights accommodation in Ubud in listed hotels
or similar based on DBL / TWN sharing basis.
Airport taxes, fuel surcharge, and baggage fees
Daily Breakfast
Full-day Kintamani tour
Half-day Uluwatu Tour
Half-day Ubud art and Handicraft tour
Half day Singapore City tour
Transport in private / scheduled touring vehicles
Services of English-speaking driver/ guide for all
transfers and sightseeing
All local applicable taxes

TOUR PRICE EXCLUSIONS
All other meals, other sightseeing or Services
Gratuities for meals, tourist guides, drivers
Personal expenses, Beverages during the meals,
telephone calls, laundry
Visa fee, Travel Insurance
Covid Testing RTPCR Fee
Any other services or Items not mentioned above
as included.



ITINERARY

DAY 1 Depart USA/CANADA [-/-/-]

Prepare yourself! You are leaving today for Indonesia to
start your ultimate Bali adventure.

DAY 2 IN TRANSIT

DAY 3 Bali Arrival [-/-/-]

Upon  arrival  in  Bali,  claim  your  bags  and  proceed
toward the arrival  hall.  Our representative will  meet
you and assist you with your transfer to the hotel in
Bali. (Standard check-in time is 3:00 p.m.).
Check in at the hotel and catch up on your rest.  Bali an
Indonesian  island  situated  in  Southeast  Asia,  is  a
captivating  destination  renowned  for  its  stunning
landscapes, rich culture, and warm hospitality. Known
as the "Island of  the Gods,"  Bali  offers a unique blend
of  natural  beauty,  spiritual  experiences,  and vibrant
traditions.

The island is famous for its picturesque beaches with
turquoise waters, lush rice terraces, dense jungles, and
active volcanoes.  

You can unwind for the remaining part of the day.

Overnight in Bali

DAY 4
Bali - Full day Ubud tour including Waterfall,
Ubud Palace and Tegalalang [B/-/-]

Morning enjoy your breakfast.  Later commencing with
your hotel pickup, the excursion kicks off by heading to
the Tegenungan waterfall, an exquisite site located on
the southern fringes of Ubud. Here, you can unwind
and relish the splendid vista while savoring a cup of
tea.  Subsequently,  your  journey  proceeds  to  Mas
Village,  a renowned town celebrated for its  intricate
wood  carvings.  This  is  your  chance  to  witness  the
artistry  of  Bali's  esteemed  woodcarvers  and  gain
insights into their traditional techniques.

Continuing on, the tour takes you to the Ubud Monkey
Forest, a lush verdant woodland habitat inhabited by
more  than 600 long-tailed  macaques.  Nested within
this  forest  enclave  is  a  sacred  temple  sanctuary

guarded  by  these  playful  creatures,  providing  a
distinctive  opportunity  to  observe  local  wildlife  in
action.

Following  this,  you'll  explore  the  Ubud  Traditional
Market,  a  bustling  hub  where  the  local  populace
gathers  to  vend  fresh  produce,  handicrafts,  and
mementos.  This  bustling  market  offers  an  immersive
glimpse  into  the  daily  rhythm  of  the  community,
brimming with unique finds waiting to be discovered.

Subsequent  to  the  market  experience,  the  journey
leads  you  to  the  impressive  Ubud  King  Palace,  an
architectural marvel situated in the heart of Ubud. This
grand complex showcases traditional Balinese design
and also  provides  the  chance to  witness  customary
Balinese  dance  performances,  offering  a  window  into
the  island's  rich  cultural  heritage.

Continuing  the  adventure,  you'll  venture  to  the
Tegalalang Rice Terrace,  a picturesque locale where
you can revel in the breathtaking panorama of Bali's
lush rural scenery.

The  final  stop  of  the  tour  brings  you  to  a  coffee
plantation,  where  you  can  indulge  in  tasting  the
renowned  Luwak  Coffee,  all  while  taking  in  the  scenic
vista of the Rice Terrace.

Add-on: Bali Swing: USD 23 Per person
Discover the hidden beauty of Bali and swing through a
tropical  jungle  in  Ubud.  Fly  over  the  jungle  and
experience  incredible  views  on  a  jungle  swing.
Challenge yourself with around 30 meters of string and
swing above the valley or  jungle.  There will  be the
opportunity for lots of pictures.

Overnight in Bali

DAY 5 Bali - Day free at leisure [B/-/-]

Indulge  in  a  delightful  breakfast  and  get  ready  to
embrace  a  day  of  leisure  and  relaxation.  Take
advantage of the freedom to unwind as you please -
whether it's basking in the sun on the beach, treating
yourself to a rejuvenating massage, or considering one
of our recommended additional activities that can be
pre-booked for your enjoyment.



Add-on: Balinese Massage: USD 50 Per person
(minimum 2 pax)
Indulge yourself  with a Balinese massage treatment.
Release tension from your muscles and relax with a
peaceful  spa experience.  The right  place to pamper
yourself,  relax,  and  feel  comfortable  by  stretching
tense muscles in the midst of your busy life. Enjoy the
touch of a therapist's Balinese massage and Balinese
massage treatment for 60 minutes, welcome drink, foot
wash, Bali massage and shower.

Overnight in Bali

DAY 6 Bali - Northern Bali Tour [B/-/-]

Enoy  your  morning  breakfast.  Today,  our  itinerary
takes  us  inland  to  the  breathtaking  Puputan  and
Antosari  regions,  known for  their  scenic  allure.  The
morning  sunlight  provides  the  perfect  backdrop  for
capturing the distinctive rice terraces in photographs.
After  traversing  through  the  coffee,  cacao,  and  fruit
fields,  a  descent  towards  the  northern  coast  follows.
Our  next  destination  is  Lovina  Beach,  offering  serene
waves and black sand. Here, you'll have leisure time for
lunch (not included) and relaxation.

Following  this,  a  journey  spanning  230  kilometers
winds  through  the  mountainous  expanse,  unveiling
magnificent  vistas  of  an  expansive  coastal  panorama.
While  passing  by  Lake  Buyan  and  Tamblingan,  the
opportunity arises to marvel at an array of Indonesia's
exclusive  avian  species,  trees,  and  blossoms.  A
stopover awaits at Bedugul, where Lake Bratan and its
captivating Ulun Danu Temple await,  a floating tribute
to the water goddess.

Continuing  the  excursion,  a  visit  to  a  local  flower  and
fruit  market  provides  the  chance to  procure  the  finest
tropical fruits directly from their origin. This dynamic
road trip promises a collection of cherished memories,
creating an experience that feels worlds away.

Overnight in Bali

DAY 7 Bali - Day free at leisure [B/-/-]

Enjoy your breakfast.  Your day is free at leisure to
relax  on  Bali's  stunning  beaches.  Spend  the  day
sunbathing, swimming, pampering with some holistic
massage, simply unwinding on the pristine shores, and

exploring the Islands diverse attractions, or pre-book
one of our suggested add-ons

Add-on:  ATV  Quad  biking  adventure  including
lunch: USD 95 Per person
Embark on an exploration of this tropical haven while
uncovering  its  diverse  landscapes,  flourishing  rice
fields,  dense  jungles,  and  meandering  rivers  through
an  exhilarating  adventure  on  an  ATV  Quad  bike.
Commence  your  journey  with  a  convenient  pick-up
service from your lodging, led by an English-speaking
guide, and make your way to the starting point situated
in  Ubud.  A  comprehensive  safety  briefing  will  be
provided, along with all necessary equipment to ensure
a secure and enjoyable expedition. You have the option
to either ride in tandem with a fellow adventurer or
take the reins of your own ATV. Revel in the splendid
panorama of Bali's innate beauty as you navigate the
extensive  trail  and  its  surroundings.  For  an  added
adrenaline rush, simply express your interest to your
guide, who will guide you to a more challenging terrain.
Here, you can ascend steep hills at thrilling speeds or
glide down slopes according to your preference. After
an  exhilarating  ride,  rejuvenate  with  a  refreshing
shower  before  indulging  in  a  delectable  buffet  feast.
Subsequently, you will  be safely transported back to
your accommodation to savor the remainder of your
day, or you can opt for your own mode of departure.

Add-on:  Cooking  Class:  USD  95  Per  person
(minimum 2 pax)
Learn  how  to  cook  authentic  Balinese  dishes  at  a
morning cooking class. Experience the art of crafting
and  cooking  an  authentic  Balinese  meal  during  an
engaging and interactive  culinary  class  set  within  a
traditional Balinese household. Immerse yourself in the
genuine aromas and tastes of Balinese cuisine as you
awaken your culinary ingenuity. The hands-on session
encompasses  delightful  recipes,  meticulously  crafted
within  a  fully-equipped  cooking  area.  Benefit  from the
skilled guidance of a patient and seasoned chef. 

Overnight in Bali

DAY 8
Bali - Half day Uluwatu Temple with Kecak
Dance and Sea-food dinner [B/-/D]

Savor  a  delightful  morning  meal  and  prepare  to
embrace a day characterized by leisure and tranquility.
Seize  the  opportunity  to  unwind  according  to  your



wishes—whether it involves lounging under the sun on
the  beach,  indulging  in  a  rejuvenating  massage,  or
considering any of  our recommended supplementary
activities that can be pre-arranged for your pleasure.

In  the  afternoon,  immerse  yourself  in  the  supreme
sunset locale in Bali with a visit to Uluwatu Temple—an
enchanting Balinese sanctuary  dedicated to  the  sea
deities,  affording  a  commanding  view  of  the  Indian
Ocean.  Originally  erected  as  part  of  a  sequence  of
temples  to  safeguard  the  island  from  malevolent
spirits, its current position atop a cliff is inhabited by a
friendly monkey community. As evening descends and
the sunset's hues dazzle, encounter one of the island's
most  iconic  cultural  displays—a  "kecak"  fire  dance.
Behold  local  performers  reenact  scenes  from  the
Ramayana, accompanied by entrancing trance chants,
enthralling fire dances, and intricate costumes.

Subsequently, opt for an indulgent dinner at a seafood
eatery  renowned  for  its  delectable  barbecue  offerings
at Jimbaran Bay. Delight in the experience of dining
with your feet in the sand, savoring a meal that marks
the culmination of an unforgettable day.

Overnight in Bali

DAY 9 Bali - Singapore [B/-/-]

Your  incredible  adventure  in  Bali  comes  to  an  end
today.  Your  tour  concludes  after  breakfast  this
morning. You will be transported to the airport for your
flight  to  Singapore.  Upon arrival  in  Singapore,  you will
be met and transferred to your hotel.   

Enjoy your  evening at  your  own pace in  Singapore.
Explore  the  city's  vibrant  nightlife,  indulge  in  local
cuisine, or simply unwind and take in the sights and
sounds of this dynamic urban landscape

Overnight in Singapore

DAY 10 Singapore city tour [B/-/-]

Today, relish in our breakfast spread. Immerse yourself
in the essence of Singapore as you acquaint yourself
with the renowned Civic District. Your expedition kicks
off  at  Kampong  Glam,  a  locale  where  the  blend  of
modernity and tradition is beautifully embodied. This
precinct  bears  a  historical  legacy  tracing  back  to

Singapore's  colonial  past,  once  designated  for  the
Malay, Arab, and Bugis communities. Traverse the city
by a scenic drive through the Civic District, meandering
past the Padang, Singapore Cricket Club, the storied
Parliament House, and the esteemed National Gallery
Singapore.  The  gallery  is  a  fusion  of  the  former
Supreme Court Building and City Hall.  Subsequently,
halt  at  Merlion  Park  and  bask  in  the  breathtaking
panorama of Marina Bay. Seize this perfect moment for
a  snapshot  alongside  The  Merlion,  an  enchanting
creature that melds lion and fish attributes.

Pay a visit  to  Thian Hock Keng Temple,  among the
city's  oldest  Buddhist-Taoist  temples,  before cruising
through Chinatown.

Your  journey  leads  you  to  Singapore's  inaugural
UNESCO World  Heritage Site,  the  Singapore  Botanic
Gardens.  Stroll  through  the  National  Orchid  Garden
within, which proudly showcases an extensive array of
60,000 orchid specimens.

The remainder of  the day is  yours to enjoy at your
leisure  or  to  consider  pre-booking  one  of  our
recommended  additional  experiences.

Add-on :  Singapore River Cruise -  USD 25 Per
person
Experience  the  essence  of  Singapore's  prominent
landmarks  through  a  unique  bumboat  river  cruise.
Delve  into  the  city's  captivating  fusion  of  historical
heritage and contemporary architecture as you glide
past  iconic  monuments,  quaysides,  and  graceful
bridges. Embark upon your Singapore river expedition
from the very spot where Sir Stamford Raffles first set
foot  in  Singapore,  along  the  northern  banks  of  the
Singapore River.
Uncover the striking contrast between the charming,
aged  architecture  of  the  quays  and  the  sleek
skyscrapers  gracing  the  central  business  district.
Witness  the  meticulously  restored shophouses  lining
the river's edge, now transformed into trendy dining
and entertainment venues.
Unveil  the  splendor  of  Singapore's  grand  bridges,
including  the  Cavenagh  Bridge,  Clemenceau  Bridge,
and  Anderson  Bridge.  Immerse  yourself  in  the  rich
historical significance of the Singapore River, pivotal to
the city's advancement, by visiting key landmarks: the
Merlion,  Raffles  Landing  Site,  and  the  renowned
Esplanade.



Add-on - Garden by the bay and MBS Observation
ticket including transfers- USD 95 Per person
Visit the Gardens by the Bay, an outstanding attraction
in Singapore, and take a break from the bustling life of
the city. Discover Bay South, Bay East, and Bay Central
Gardens and surround yourself in a world of tranquility.
Explore the winter gardens in all their glory. See the
Flower  Dome and Cloud Forest.  Stroll  to  the newly-
opened Sun Pavilion and marvel at the flora and fauna
from all over the world that are housed in the gardens.
On the way, discover the largest indoor waterfall and
hike in the middle of Supertree Grove. Head up to the
57th floor and enjoy the unhindered panoramic view of

Singapore's  skyline.  Marvel  at  vistas  over  the
metropolis while standing high up in the clouds, taking
photos and collecting unforgettable memories. See why
the Sands SkyPark Observation Deck is a highlight not
to be missed in Singapore.

Overnight in Singapore

DAY 11 Singapore - Departure [B/-/-]

Your incredible adventure in Singapore comes to an
end  today.  Your  tour  concludes  after  breakfast  this
morning. You will be transported to the airport for your
return flight at the appropriate time.



Payment Policy

Deposit:           US$ 500 per person [Non-refundable / Non-transferrable]
Booking and Deposit Date:    
50% Deposit:    
Full Balance:    

Insurance

We encourage everyone who books a VOYAGES HUB TOURS package, regardless of age or tour choice, to
obtain  a  travel  protection  plan.  While  you  intend  to  take  that  once-in-a-lifetime  trip,  illness,  family
emergencies, and other factors can derail your best-laid plans.  Please click here for a free quote or buy
Online

Cancellation Policy

From the date of booking to 145 days before departure: $500 per person Non-Refundable / Non-transferrable Deposit +
interruption insurance cost (if purchased)
144-100 days before departure: 50% of the cost per person
99- 60 days before departure: 80% of the cost per person
59 days or fewer before departure:No refund is available.

Note: A person becoming single as a result of the roommate’s cancellation must pay the single supplement

All  payment cut-off dates are firm, and missing deadlines without approved extensions will  result  in cancellations without
refunds being offered. 

 PLEASE NOTE

Voyages Hub reserves the right to levy a surcharge commensurate to the fuel increase at the time of operation of this
movement.

For More Information Visit
www.voyageshub.com

21087, 79 A Ave, Langley, BC,
Canada V2Y 0H6

Please call us on
Toll-Free: +1 888-969-2596

Email – info@voyageshub.com

2023 | All rights reserved
- Voyages Hub

Licence Number# 79895
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